COVID-19 and Youth Employment in Jordan and Palestine: Impacts, Opportunities, and a Way Forward

Join EFE as it shares perspectives on the impacts of COVID-19 on youth employment in Jordan and Palestine and discuss possible ways to mitigate its effects.

EXPO 2020: JOBS WITHOUT BORDER

Hear from EFE's leaders, partners & Alumni on how we are helping close the employment gap.

LAUNCH OF THE PATHWAYS PROGRAM IN ADEN

EFE-Yemen aims to meet the needs of Yemeni youth through the implementation of the Pathways Program which targets 250 graduates from the University of Aden.

MAYSOON TALKS ABOUT WOMEN’S ECONOMIC POWERHOUSE

Earlier this month, Comedian, Actress, TED Speaker, and Advocate, Maysoon Zayid, had us laughing during her conversation about her journey into the corporate world.

EXPAND YOUR VIEW! IBN AL-QULAAYEE” SPEAKS ON THE OPENING OF THE ALMAZ RAFFLES VILLAGE

Join us on Tuesday, April 12 at 9 AM EDT for a discussion on the results of EFE’s recent Impact Study, "COVID-19 and Youth Employment in Jordan and Palestine: Impacts, Opportunities, and a Way Forward.”

Women's Month

March is Women's Month. As always, you can participate in the labor force, the lowest rate in the world. Leaving women on the sidelines costs the MENA region over half a trillion dollars a year.

WOMEN'S MONTH

Watch Our Story

Share Our Story
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